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FILED 
SEP 2 0 1995 

HOWARD HANSON 
MARIN COUNTY CLERK 

By J. Bankson, Deputy 

--- 

Law Offices 
HUB LAW OFFICES 

711 Sir Francis Drake Boulevard 
San Anselmo, California 94960 

(41 5) 258-0360 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF MARIN 
	 RECEIVED 

SEP 2 0 1995 

	

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL,) 
	

No. 157 680 
	HUB LAW OFFICES 

a California not-for-profit religious corporation, ) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 	 ) 
	

OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANT 

	

) 
	

GERALD ARMSTRONG TO 
vs. 	 ) 

	
EX PARTE APPLICATION; 

	

) 
	

DECLARATION OF GERALD 

	

GERALD ARMSTRONG; MICHAEL WALTON; ) 
	

ARMSTRONG; DECLARATION 

	

THE GERALD ARMSTRONG CORPORATION, ) 
	

OF FORD GREENE 
a California for-profit 	 ) 
corporation; DOES 1 through 100, 	 ) 
inclusive, 	 ) 

) 
Defendants. 	 ) 

) 
	 ) 

I, Ford Greene, declare: 

1. I am an attorney properly licensed by the California State Bar to practice law in all of 

the Courts of the State of California and am the attorney of record for Gerald Armstrong, defendant 

herein. 

2. On September 15, 1995, after the Court had granted Armstrong's ex parte application 

for an extension of time to file papers in opposition to Scientology's two pending motions for 

summary adjudication, defense counsel Andrew Wilson asked me whether Armstrong would be 

filing what have been come to be known as Scientology's secret, upper level materials. I assured 

him that I would not be so doing, and told him that it was not because I believed that Scientology 

FORD GREENE, Bar # 107601 

Attorney for Defendant 
GERALD ARMSTRONG 



has any legitimate claim to secrecy of said materials, but because I wanted to avoid the inevitable 

storm of grief that Scientology would generate if such materials were filed. 

3. Based upon my word to attorney Wilson, I instructed Mr. Armstrong to remove, in 

total, the contents of Exhibit 1 (J)(A) in Volume Six of Armstrong's evidence which he did. 

4. Scientology's claim that such materials are "secret" and not available to public is false 

because said materials have long existed in the public domain.  They have been published in the 

National Press by the Washington Post and on the Internet. 

5. Within the past week, a federal court specifically found that there is no trade secret 

status as to the subject materials. Pursuant to the Uniform Trade Secrets Act as adopted by the State 

of Colorado, Scientology claimed that Lawrence Wollersheim and FactNet misappropriated its trade 

secrets. Justice John L. Kane, Jr., Senior District Court Judge of the United States District Court for 

the District of Colorado wrote as follows on September 15, 1995: 

RTC is one of the formal entities constituting the Church of Scientology (the "Church") 
founded by L. Ron Hubbard. FACTNET is a non-profit educational and charitable 
corporation registered and with its principle place of business in Colorado. Wollersheim and 
Penny are former Scientologists ....[1] RTC alleges that Defendants have placed on the 
Internet unauthorized copies of unpublished religious works called OT materials, often 
referred to as "Advanced Technology. They list the materials in issue (the "Works") in Exhibit 
"A" to the complaint. [pp. 1-3] ... 

RTC claims Defendants have misappropriated its trade secrets by acquiring, disclosing and 
using portions of the Works without authorization. Such claim is governed by the Colorado 
Uniform Trade Secrets Act ... [II] Despite RTC and the Church's elaborate and ardent 
measures to maintain the secrecy of the Works, they have come into the public domain by 
numerous means. RTC's assertion that the only way in which the materials have escaped its 
control was through two thefts in Denmark and England was not supported by the evidence. 
... The evidence also showed portions of the Works have been made available on the 
Internet through persons other than Lerma with the potential for downloading by countless 
users. 

The Works posted by Lerma were publicly available as part of an unsealed court 
record in the Central District of California in Church of Scientology International v. Fishman  
No. CV 91-6426 HLH (Tx), C.D. Cal. Wollersheim testified copies of the Works in his 
possession were sent to him by an attorney representing defendants in that case for whom he 
had provided consulting services. 

In August 1995, reporters of the Washington Post obtained copies of the Works from 
the unsealed Fishman file. The newspaper's publication of portions of the materials 
prompted RTC to request injunctive relief in Religious Technology Center v. Lerma, Civil 
Action No. 95-1 107-A (E.D. Va.) On August 10, 1995, that court found the materials had 
escaped into the public domain and onto the Internet and that Lerma was not their only 
source on the Internet. Id., slip. op. at 14-15 (E.D. Va. Aug. 30, 1995). The court concluded 
RTC could not establish for the purpose of the preliminary injunction motion that the 
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documents were "not generally known" as required by the Virginia statute. 

In the course of the hearing before me, RTC changed its position with regard to what 
materials constitute the purported trade secrets. At the outset, RTC maintained the entire 
Works were trade secrets. After evidence was heard indicating that the Works were in the 
public domain, RTC claimed that only portions of the Works, rather than the whole were 
secret. RTC's ambivalence and admission as to the non-secret nature of certain portions of 
the Works casts some doubt on the secret status of the Works as a whole. 

The evidence showed that the Works are widely known outside of the Church through 
multiple sources. As such, they are not secret within the meaning of the Colorado statue and 
RTC has not shown a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of its trade secret claim. 
(pp. 14-16) 

A true and correct copy of Justice Kane's September 15, 1995, opinion is attached hereto and 

incorporated herein as Exhibit A. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is the Order referred to Religious Technology Center v.  

Lerma, Civil Action No. 95-1107-A (E.D. Va.) 

7. Based upon the status of such materials as being in the public domain and that 

Scientology cannot therefore claim trade secret status with respect thereto, Armstrong respectfully 

requests that he be allowed to file Exhibit 1(J)(A) as part of the public record herein. Said exhibit, as 

set forth above, was removed from Armstrong's evidence submitted in opposition to the pending 

summary adjudication motions because of my deference to Mr. Wilson's request. Despite the fact 

that I was true to my word and that said OT materials were removed from Armstrong's submission, 

Scientology has chosen to bring this ex parte application wherein it has claimed that I am a liar. In 

light of that bad faith, the fact that such materials are in the public domain and that Armstrong needs 

them for the adjudication of the pending motions, I hereby request permission to file the same. A 

true and correct copy thereof is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

I hereby declare the foregoing is true and correct under penalty of perjury pursuant to 

the laws of the State of California. Executed on September 20, 1995 at San Anselmo, California. 
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-0•95 	11:3: 	TY202 662 2190 	 ROSS DIXON 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRiCT COURT FOR TIE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

Alexandria Division 

 

15 , ......7 	= 6, ,, 
. 

	. , ... 

—.................- ...mon. 

RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER 	) 
) 

Plaintiff, 	 ) 
) 
) Civil Action No.95-11J7-A 
) 

ARNALDO PAGLIAR:NA LERMA, 
DIGITAL GATEWAY SYSTEMS, 	) 
THE WAS 	POST, 	 ) 
MARC FISHER, and 	 ) 
RTCHARD LEIBY, 	 ) 

) 
Defendants. 	 ) 

3RDER  

For the reasons stated in open Court, to he turt'f-1(.r developed 

in a written opinion to he issued, 

Plaintiff Reliaious Technology Center ("RTC") 's Motion 

Reconsideration and Rehearing and 

Motion for a Preliminary Injunction Avainst Defedant 1,erma 

are DENIED. 

Defendant Lerma's Motion to Vacate the Writ of 3eizure and 

Order for Impoundment is GRANTED and it is hereby 

ORDERED chat RTC shall immediately return and rectore to 

Defendant Lerma all seized materials 'n their exact original 

condition. This includes both Lerma's hard drives and all floppy 

discs; and it is further 

ORDERED that Detendant 	 maintain cne stltus quo as 

to pcsss'sion of all the allacedly copyrighted materia.s at issue 

in this case and is restricted to employing them only ir a fair use 

ti t J 
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capacity. Lerma and his counsel are specifically prchibiced from 

making any additional copies of the materials or transferring them 

in any manner or publicizing them other than in the context of Lair 

use. 

This action moots the issue of increased bond relating to the 

seizure, so Defendant Lerma's Motion to Increase Bond is DENIED. 

Plaintiff RTC's Motions for Provisional_ Stays Per.ding Appeal 

to the Fourth Circuit are DENIED. 

The Clerk is directed to forward copies of this Order to 

counsel of record. 

Entered this 15th day of September, 1995. 

nie M. Brink ma 
Ut.ted States Distr:.ct Judge 

Alexandria, Virginia 
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".717.2e 

ine hand or the Galactic Confzderntion (y6 P17-nets a=7.:Lnd 

1a:g2r stars visible from hera)(fcundcd 95,000lf:=1 years az°, 

ver7 space or-27a) solved overporeulation (250.  billion Cl so per 

planet - 178 bil/icm on average) by cass 	 Ee caused 

pe.Lole to be brought to Taegteack Garth) and :put an E-boob an 

the principal volcanoes (Incident II) and th-en the Pacific area 

onas yer2.tan in bnmes to Frrinii  and the Atlantic a--2L ones 

to Lae PAlmal  and thar-a 'peckamed'. IISs nans vas inn. Ea 

used renzgnzue. Various cisleading data by =sans of cirocits 

etc vas placed in the implants. 'When throuzh with his criria 

Loyal Officers (ta the people) captured his art a: ai= ;ears at 

battla and_put him is anallectr=tic =cantata trap I/harm ha sV-11 

is. "They' ars gone. The place (Coated.) has since been a 

desert. The lanzth and brutality of it all vas such that this 

Confederation rayar recovered. The implant is calculated to kill. 

tiry 	 otc.) anyone who attempts to solve it. This. 

has been dispensed with by of tech de7aloccent. 

One can freeyheel through the implant and die unless it is' 

e3prcached as precisel; outlirLed. The "free-A:ear' (auto-ranni=1-

on and on) lasts too long, denies sleep etz. and one dies. So 

be careful to do only Incidants-I and II as ekes and not ploy 

around and fail to com.plete one that= at a 	 700691 

In Decem'car 1567 I 11:new. soneone had to tcke the plun:a. 

I did and eoer;ed very knoc.ld c:ut but alive. Protabli tr:e 

only ors ever to do so in 75,CCO,C00 years. I ha 7a ell the 



no.4, tut on:: tnat 	 :s 

Cne's body is a mass of individual thetzns stuck---to oneL:-lf 

07 to the body. 

One has to clean them off by running Incident II and 

Incie_ent I. It is a long job, re4uiring care, pati.T.nce and 

good auditing. ZO1 are running tainzs. They raspond lrie any 

przclear. Sane large, some snail. 

The' ans teli7ad they were one. This is the prinary error. 

Good luch'. 

a • • 

For the purpose of clarity, by BOOT 	LLI is meant a 

theta= 	is sac3r. to another thetan or body bat is not in 

control. 

21.--T-7-17-4--4. .z, of caar5e, a Scion-tolazy vord using the Greek 

theta wtich vas ths Greek sy=bol for thought or lifer. An 

individnal being such as a can is a tzatan, he is not a body 

and ha does not think bacause he has a brain. 

CLUSTER is a group of body thetans crushed or held 

together by sores =atual tad experience. 
700692 

Char,ctar of Fodv.  Thetsns  

Body the tans are just thetans. When you get rid of one 

he zaes off and 	7,sib/y sznares arcund, pi=1:s sup a body or 

admires daisies. :le is in fact a sort of cleared being. Es 

cannot fail to eventually, if not at once, regain =any abilitias. 

Many have been aslzep for the last 75,000,SCO years. A body 

thatsn responds to any process any the tan r.:::ponis to. 



So72  body tnalans c_ su7,pres.:ve. A suo:::::;s:;:e is cut 

of valence in 1/.6. He is in valence in Incident I almost 

always. 

Ont can't run a humzn being on these t-do incident:, since 

hunan beings are composites and wotild not b able to run the 

lot. Aside from that, non-clears are way below zartne.ss 

required to even find thase incidents. 

Et ;s 2=unts of char-Le have alread7 'been re=oved from the 

case and tha body thetans by Clearing and CT I and CT II to say 

moth n3 of cn4rams and lover grades. 

Awarenexs-is-proportional to the charze removed fro tt.a 

Case. 

litho:4;h a 'ttil--nn is a cot:posits beinz there is only one I 

(that is you) who rnnm thir/ss. 

Body thstans lust hold ores back. 

Tio will chat{-me  to ba you. You, inside, can of course 

separata out bod7 thetans and so solo auditing is the anzver. 

Eow &cod do you ha7a to be to run body thetans off? Well, if 

you didn't skip your grades, Clearing and 0? II Particularly, 

you shc-alcd 	able to co=nand body thetans easily. 
700693 

e . . 

T-cident II is over 36 days long. Capture on other planets 

vas ::secs or months before :he i=plant. Those on TeeLeeack 

(Sarth) were just blo-in up except for Loyal Crficers uho were 

(shortly before the explosion on Earth) rounded up. 

Do rot scan through the duration or 36 days. The volcanic 



c(ploicn on Eart;,_ to 	 ;I:J:." _.J. h2 is 

cocking it up Is only a re:4 days. 

Sequence of Incident.II for thctans on  .ilot..'ner  01,,nst 

(I) capture (being shot), (2) freezing, (3) transport to 

Teegaeack (sonetimes via a ralay point), () baing placed near 

7olcano, ')5) beginning inplant up to "the pilot'', (7) carious 

pictu=e sequences, (8) the 7s and C.C. and or II materials, 
(9)- 36 days of picture implants vhich give a Test array of 

zatcrirds and three explanations for the bonbing, (10) tr2msport 

Ez.vall_ar Las -Pai=ns for packaging up into clusters. 

The .pice=res contain God, the Devil, anzals, apace opera, 

theatres, helicopters, a constant opining, a splJaninglovely, 

trains and rarious scenes very like modern England. Tom name 

it/ -it'a fn this implant re call in its entirot7 w36m. 

II' one vas a -Loral Officer on Toegeeacit.tha sequeace vas 

(1)- capttt=-(2) nuaber 5 above on. It ons vas a citizia of 

Va-ezerfacx there. vas only un=bar 5" on. 

The Material given at the various 'volcanoes* was lo=ger 

or shorter bat dovetailed into the same sequence of pictures. 

Vs have the vhole text but it is needless. 

?eople vho feel dizzy have gotten into the spimning ?art. 

7006.94 
• • • 

Inc/tient I occurred zbout 4 quadrillion Tears ago.plus or 

mizzus. 'It is very such earlier than Incident II which occur-=ad.  

only 75 million yetrs aso (a bit less). 

Incident II is only pact:liar and general on this pIanat 



the  alsic on STz  

I've isclzted a -dray a theta comes to be stuck to anoter 

thetan. This gives the basis of clusters and having BTs. 

A thetzn collides vith another. That one tmli:ces a picture 

of being collided with. Other 2Ts set stuck to the picture. 

The =meat of actual contact of thztan.s was brief but ta3 

picture (containing a stop or withdraw) tends to be per-mnent. 

Statue then ;at thn ids they can be permanently 5tiack 

&3 that ssepicturos of.  it happicins. 

T us 1.1: set the concept of a llblac theta baiyi". This 

imad be actual ETs stuck to a thetan plus pictures of Bins 
4111
.
atirtar

m. 
 

An anvwer to all this is to find the first picturo a theta= 

made of contacting another thetan. 

If not at coce available the earliest instance of a thitaa 

ccrItzctittl 	 taming into, attacking) another theta= 

could be achieved by R3R on being stedenly hit with clusters or 

strange `.sins. 

The idea is to find and ran the first picture ore made of 

another thetan. 

This opens another way to "brow off" STs - run R3R on a 

57 to the first picture the 3T ever =de of another the:an. 

70005 
Instructions  

Locate by cater reed or an area of pressure, a body t!'etan 



Lro::; 	 Re2 	 It. 	If . . 
	 dc.-s not 

off or the group break up and bio.4, then run Incidznt I on 

individual 273. Each will.blo.; off with an FIN. 

When you can find no core on which to run Incident Is, 

once more locate a pressure area or by meter read on looking 

over 	run anothli: Incid,ant II. Than Incident Is on zny 

Incident II =ads clusters of Zers. Severe i=pacts and 

experiences ALSO =aka clusters. (See the data called "-Allazzos• 

in this pacit.) Those who do not leave on running tho impact 

or its e'lkin, trill lea' 7f"n Incidant Ir.'a run aa 

IncidOnt II zonst1=3s forms gigantic olmstars. In such 

thare is a leader, an altarnate leadar and several (o± ht to 

eighteen) more. Thasa were all i2planted in different volcanic 

''rmas with fractions of the main 36 day implant sal them "pack-

aged" in L. Pal=az or Eavali. Thus if rou run Incidant II az 

far as "tba pilot' it blows up or loosonz up and those who 

don't go away can be run on Incident Is. 

Do not sr.ezic your coomInds. Atst 'intend' the=. A FT 

controls easily. BTs can be ARC broken by rough or caraless 

auditing. Tofu can also run an Incident II on a Iii and ha doesn't 

blc-J but you accidantally run .an Incident I on another one end 

leave the first still there. The  remedy is to run Incident Is 

on anything you find. 
	 760696 

A vary SP ET can be run on grades and Po-Aer and st^uld than 

respond to Inedent II and InciZent I. 

After a BT lea.es some other BT caw copy hi= or tha 

incic2ant just run. 



If you have found a cluster (pr-?.s.sure 	that dog:, not 

reszond or disintegrata to Incident II running, get Dianttic 

auditing, listin: "'.ghat iep.lct or inOidant would cause a clurtr?“ 

and RaR on the itens found. Then do or Incident Is to cleAn 

up the strays with solo. This is a refintd "lEilaszo". 

Thar° ara hundred:. of 2Ts you will find. 

IS you find none, :et audited on Dianctics in gtnaral and 

as 	(i=pact list), and if you still find none, get a 

Raview GF 40 and handle all itens, than go back to solo. 

If you find only ons or two, get the Dianetic impact list 

dont. 

All °none on CT III' cases :rare later found loaded. 

Do Incidant II and incident Is an vhmt you can find to 

begin vith. You viii do fine. Good hnnting. 

* • es 

Certain "tuttone have to be gotten 

the tan through incidents. The EFFCRT TO 

up the action ar4 gi7es a stuck picture. 

TO STOP of cnd the scene races through. 

The 7.1.7c= TO iI7HDRAW is i=portant 
action and creates a vacuu=. 

RUSH, MOTEST, NCT-IS, SE :PRESS are 

Thtae were actions - thoughts - the 

incident. and are pi,..ked up cnly.  vhan the 

in where running a 

STC2 the notion hangs 

One gets the EFFCIT 

also and hanss up the 

700697 

also present. 

theta:: red during the 

incident doesn't run 

Sonetines two "buttons" such ;Is STO? and WITHDRW are 

in co-bin-,t4on. 



7he:an.i 	oady may atsessively copy the picture; of 

of :r thatans. Therteforz you can find It seems that the t:--tart 

who just left is still there beczuse there is a picture left. 

S7ot the fact that soneone else copied it and it uzuelly 

If you do an S a: D on a bod7 thetan to sure you give the 

ri:ht item to the right thetzn. 

Cross  

Irozn one runs Incidant I cut of one theta= and then Inc4 d2nt 

IT out of another (thinking it was the first ore) one can get 

paitially ran body thetan vho vangt blow tut vho nay start to 

:o an through the mhola of r1.16 entanatically Csinca the basic-

basic Incident I is not rem, yet Incident II is). Cns can get 

quite ill doing this as the illness in a6 can turn on. 

Ctr-car. also "fa-al no-  Irish to =tilt". AU "no desire 

audit" is sane large blander on a case. 

The %ray you can run Incident I out of one thetan and Inc4d2nt 

II oat of anoth is rather easy. Cne fails to natio* the first 

one blaw am hate Incident I ran and rr.ns Incident II on 

another. 	
700698 

e • • 

As a aetter of data, the only trouble in a III OZ run is 

running an Incident I on one thatan and an Incident II on 

another, thinking it ...;as the first ore. A pre-CT can free..:heel 

into 36 if you run only an incident II. You can stop a free-

wheel at once by ranning Incidant I orf the sane thetan you 

ran the Incident II on that started a freewheel. 



that t2-e pc 	-s on auLo7.2tio 

run. Incident II is R6 751=0,C00 years ago. Incident I is  

about 4 quadrillion years ago. Both, all thztans on this 

planet and 21 nearby stars have in common. All thetans in the 

universe have Incident I. Only those in .this old Confederation 

have Incident II and 26. All C.C. 	OT II r_Qterial3 arm in 

R6 75,C00,u00 years ay. These are follcrwad by 36 days worth 

of action pictures - God, Devil, space opera, trains, cars, 

helicopters, crashes, stasis etc. This n6 is 75,00,coo yea s 

1e1 and this pl=n-zt and Confederation. 

If tho volcano bit is run am per III dircctionm but the 

Incident I is not run an the SS= thstan, R6 b-egins to run off 

on automatic, tan being cant sleep for days, the body dips. 

That's the way it vas designed. 

OvTrrun On TIT  

The only way you can net a read on "overrun on_III" is to 

have accidentally rmn Incident I out and than Inter r=7. it Gut 

again an the same thetan or =km a similar blundor. Exa=31e -

one flattens Incident I by several passes an a body thetan. 

This body thetan for sone reason (costly tecausa Incident II 

was then not run) does not fly off. Then, not noticing, one 

again finds the sate thetan and once zore seeks to run Inl..11-Zz 

Cne then gets, in insver to the question "Overrun on III?" a 
700C1-99 

• 

lot of reads and overrun phencnena. 

The redy is to find out WEO was overrun and Let is 

charce off by that action. 



by getttng off tl:e o!.:arze or "overnun", letting ti-le t!-.atan 

depart. 

Just b2C,152 one' meter reads "overrun on III" is no 

reaon to attest. Find out 	o ...as. It's almost aliJays a 

body the tan. 

• * • 

A ET can be c-zerrun past erasure. This fact so=eti=as 

causes a Solo auditor to believe OT III is overrun. 

If hi. ask= "Is CT III overrun?" he nay wet a road and 

blowdown. This is actually usually just one BT ar cluster 

that is overran. The reedy is discovering and indicating V::: 

point of overrun. And carry au -with OT III. 

F4nnine OT IIX 
When runnin; CT III the solo auditor handles body ttstans 

as ha would any other pc, for the general idea is to run then 

standardly and not ARC Break than. He does not scan thrown 

anything in order to find body thetans. 

a solo auditor can find no Dora bod7 thetans he can 

attest, or run a pressure area down and handle as per his running 

instructions. 	 700700 

The pre-OT cruld be exterior and the Intariorizztion 

processes ccn be run in 7e7ie1 to help hi= through. 

Fere are three reasons .hy a pre-OT mizht have trouble 

Vrilst rumning ?Ts on Incident II (1) it is the wrong area; 

(Z) it is not the volcar.o of the BT beini; run; (3) it is not 



(1) and (2) if you art ha-;in;; nny di:::culty in running 

Incident II end handle by loci tin= the correct arts or fIndint 

tea volcano of the ET being rain. If it is not a 11, sicply 

check for thu date and if dif*f27-2_^_t run It. 

CT ITT "f7rrorz 

knongst O III errors are wa ET run on Incident I fails to 

blow". There are three reasons: (a) Auditor is trying to rue 

a cluster with am Incident I. The right thing to do is date 

and get the character of the incident that =ado it a cluster 

and then run Lacidont Is as those left when it breaks up. 

Or Let Diarstic aud4tic:. (b) There is an earlier incident I 

on the sans BT. Find it and run it. The -22 has a chain of 

them all by hinseif. (c) Inother BT is copying the Incident I 

just run so it looks 1 41re it didn't blow. Iftilaro to ever run 

Incident II can also cause a bog. Routine Dianatic auditing 

by a Dianatic EDO who is also on or above OT III using triple 

flows and W CT III also handles bogged OT III pre-OTs. 

700701 
Cluster 70r=ltion - Cumuleti.Te  

In doing a cluster one is likely to find it is made up of 

other earlier clusters. This looks liRe this. 1898 impact 

horLe accident. Uh..n engrza 1898 run on 33R, that part blows. 

::o r/7; occurs, TA renains up. Resainder will grind after the 

blow. Earlier portion dates as 93,COO,CCO years aso, electric 

shock. When run on R33, that pzrt blows, no FP I. TA re=zins 

up, -will grind if run f;:rther. Earliest portion dates as 

72 trillion inplant. '.:h2n run on R33, all blow, F/N. 



A cluster Gr.-  err 	is a clustr car. r2p.!:,t-7tly 

F/N as BTs blow. rates as 778 million exolosion. Aft.Tr run 

once or twice an FiN occurs as or BT blows. 	in again to s.econd 

F/N as two =taro BTs blow. Remainder blo-A with a wider F/N. Thy  

cluster has gone. This happans (repeating FiN) when picture 

persists and meter check reveals it is not i copy. It will be 

more BTs in same cluster. So above repeating 7/7  occurs vhan 

ore-OT is moved trough it. Clusters are found by meter 

datimz„listims for type of incident and run as an enzram. 

Clusters cam occur at Incident II and incident I. They can also 

occur at 	 uhIch is the Clearing Ceurze materials. 

They also occur at random dates for differgnt reasons. 

• • al 

I hairs.lattlly teen C/Sin a number of failed ar cases and 

hare tot:real -the= all runninz yell an solo now. The errors are 

redo as follows: 

(1) Tha solo auditor cannot audit, needs more training 

(2) Cases are not yell prepared vith Dianstics. The 

remedy for all of these is to (a) run the pc for at least 

a score or tvo of Dianetic item's by R3R, done of coozrse by 

a good EDC, (b) then do a CF 40. Arai then repeat it until 

necessary auditing is conplete. These two actions ter;:e 

Care of the majority of difficult cases on OT III. 

The real end ;henonena of CT iir and, OT Z7 is exterior with 

full perception. von: can and should accomplish fUll sta'zle 

extarior4zation on doins the gLaterials of III. 	700702 



PLirzher Lii 

(3) high TA. This co=s from cot cczplatin& tha 

Incidents I and II on body th.atans. 

(4) Tha solo au:litor puts too :ride an intantim on 

the BT and runs two or three when he is intending to run 

only one. 

(5) A cluster just -don't break up. The re=ed7 is a 

Diane tic session listing for impacts or incidents that would 

cause a cluster and doing R3R. Ths principle of earlier 

similar holds good. When this is completed, the solo 

auditor is sent back to solo to clean up the BTs shaken 

loosa and to continua with OT III. 

(6) suds go out on 3Ts. The rally of ccursse is to 

locate UTs who have out-rods, put is the reds and run 

Maciaant 	st-whIch the ET should Leave. 

(7) A theta-bopping =star zometimse puzzles a solo 

auditor on Or III. This means a 3X is trying to exterior4 mc 

and. can't. The r8=2dT is to complet4 the partially rma 

Incident II or Incident I or in extreme cases put the rods 

in on the hung up PIT. 

co One-hand electrode giving wrons TA read bafflins 
the solo auditor with floating needles with a high TA. 

The re=edy is to have tuo-hand electodes handy and trim 

the trim knob so the one-hand electrode reads the same as 

two-hand electrodes. 
	 700703 

(9) A suppressive body the tan sor"etimesisn't 

auditable. The remedy is to run Grades IV or V on him. 



(10) Zi 2: .1_nd 121-6-2 tt2 C07:i;S: errcd7 ;Ind 1.,̀ Icti 

has been very p7ova1ent is not knowing the mzterials of 

OT III or the contzntof Incident II or Incident I. 

OT III is a vital srode. One fronts up to it and does' 

it. When he is railly done, the rewards of OT III ani r; exceed 

his wildest dreams. 

RudI Core Out On M'3  

Tarnaa the rods go out on BTs during the session tea solo 

auditor reco&nizas tha followers;: 

BT critical vithold from auditor 

BT ant ay 	b7passad charge im session 

No TA = problea 

BT sad = ABC Break 

24aartnz T = Overrun or protest (also core than oee 

BT being =aim error or it's a ;Nester) 

Auditor tired = no sleep or incomplets Incident Is 

Auditor dope-off = bypassed F/N or not enough sleep 

Auditor no-interest = oat reds on BTs 

A solo auditor who isn't sere what it is bet runs into 

trouble with a BT is smart to end ort the - session quickly, writa 

drx=r1 the full obse:vation and get it to tha C/S. Tha solo 

auditor who 'mows what he is loo2ing at as per the above scale 

(and the C/S the C/S would give), handles it prompt17. 

BT critical = 	= pull the withold 	700704 

ET antazon4stic = 	= assess proper list (such as 

L'C) and handle 



No : (or caze s..tn) = prol)12= = 	 p:obl2= 

and handle 

BT sad = ARC Brk. = locate and handle itsa 	itsa 

Soaring T1 = 0/A or protest (also nore than ens BT 

being run in error or it's a cluster) = find vhich and 

handle (runnins_ more than the one int2nded co es fro= too 

wide an intent{ on) 

Auditor tired = no sleep or incomplete Incident Is 

check which it is and handle 

Auditor dope-off m.lick of sleep or bypassed Fil = 

check7an Sleep-or rehab P/V 

Auditor no-interest = out-rods on 3Ts = put in rods 

Of III Auditing 

Cr III'pro-CTs got a reputztion of being hard to run on 

Dianetics ear17 an in Dianrtic re-developnont. Only five 

reasons exist for this. 

(1) A person that high an Of grades audits fast and 

a cann-liggy =acetic auditar can drive hi= up the wall. 
(2) Too quiet or too blurred Ta 1. 
(3) A tendency to evaluate instead of using TB 

(4) The nunerousness of ET chains on the sane iten 

(the BTs being separated now) =eking several chains on the 

sane item which if not 211 run separately leave the pc 

ABC broken with th2 bypassed charge of unrun 3Ts. 	700705 

(5)- The Or II who is still on OT III and has t2en on 

it a while prohably h4=self has no pictures and all the 

pict.lr2s he has are T pictures. 



7112 1cver 	 pc ("-zerc-:e 	 reacts as a com;osite 

bein:, all on one ci:cin, so to spt:!?... Ea is sa:3aratzd into 

himsslf and the indivi'2ual Brs and clusters of thetra when he 

gets to OT II and so audits difrerently. He easily niscwns 

the pictures thinkin: they are his. The -big blowdovna you got 

on su..1h a pc's item indicates several BTs have it in common. 

A solo III however will be found to have the sane item on nora 

than ons 3T in =any cases. 

• • • 

The reason for icy TA is unflat OT III phena=ena. If a 

person has had a low T1 in lover grades the keymota is to take 

it easy as 	and C/3. This applies also to any auditing 

give= an carper OT levels. 

'That a 7-ors T1 goes beim" 2.0 is a certain indicator of 

unflat CT III. Ears still got so=. When a person cannot 

handle CT III he is too much at effect. He cannot project his 

intention. And so can't run CT III. The nev CT I and CT 

partIcalarly CT II, are dasignad to increase a pa's ability to 

project his intention to others. If he can't, they over-:helm 

him and you get law T1 or "none on III". Harsh, overbearing 

auditing or fife insider ts have to cccur, apparently, to drive 

the TA dcwn. 

everts, disagrcements expressed as obsessive agreement ar.d. 

other lower level matters are at the bottom of this- in any 

being. 	
/00706 

But any case of low TA I rasa ever found has bean (1) owe_ -

whelr:ed in life, (2) unable to project intention, (3) 1:h7sizallf 



e<plolcn on Earth to 	point :J:la-3 	 ha is 

cocking it up is only a fav days. 

Sequence of Incident.II for thetans on  Ilot.'ner  olznzt 

(1) capture (being shot), (2) freezing, (3) transport to 

reegeeack (sonetimas via .a ralay point), (4) tains placed near 

a 7o1cano, (6) beginning inpl ant up to "the pilot", (7) various 

picture sequences, (8) the 7s and C.C. and Or II materials, 

(9)- 36 days of picture implants which give a vast array of 

materizls and throe explanations for the bombing, (10) transport 

t  Ezvall_ar Las-namas fur packaging up into clustars. 

The .pictures contain Gal, the Devil, angels, specs opera, 

theatres, 'helicopters, a 'constant spinning, a spinning dancer, 

trains and rarions scones very like modern England. Tom name 

thin Implant rig call in its entiroty "36w. 

.1m. one vas a loyal Officer on Teegeeadk,tho sequence vas 

Cl)-captnns.(2) =bar 5 above on. If one vas a citizen of 

T6ezetracx them vas only nu=ber 5' on- 

lee datarial given at the various °volcanoes° was lo=ger 

or shertar but dovetailed into the same sequence of pictuxes. 

e have the whole text but it is needless. 

?eople who feel dizzy have gotten into the spinning part. 

* 0 * 

Incitient I occurred about 4 quadrillion years ago-plus or 

minus. 'It is very much earlier than Incident II which occurred' 

only 75 million years aso (a bit less). 	
'700"70'7  

Incident II is only peculiar and general on this ppmet 



No :A (or czze s%tn) = prs1)12m = 	 t,:obl2=1 

and handle 

BT sad = ARC B-k.= 16catc and dandle itsa E/3 itsa 

Soaring Ti = oia or protest (also =ore than ona BT 

being run in error or it's a cluster) = find which and 

handle (running. core than tha one intended ccmels fro= too 

wile an intention) 

Auditor tired = no sleep or incomplete Incident Is = 

check which it is and bmnAiii 

Auditor dope-off = lack of sleep or b7psssed F/1 = 

chec7c= sleep .or rehab !t 

Auditor no-interast = out-ruds on BTs = put in rude 

01 III AuditincE 

CT'Ill7pro-CTs gat a reputation of being hard to run on 

Dianstics ear17 on in Dianetic rs-develop=mnt. Only five 

reasons exist for this. 

(1) A person that high on Cl grades audits fast and 

a ccr.=-Iigg,j  Zianetic auditor can drivel hi= up the v:11. 

(2) Too quiet or too blurred Tit 1. 

(3) A tendency to evelzate instead of using TR 4. 

(4) The numerousness of ET chains on the s: =s item 

(net 5Ts being separated now) making several chains on 644.1i 

se= item which if not all run separately leave the c 
70(Y708 

A2C broken with the bypassed charge of unrun 9's. 
 

(5)-The Cr II who is still on OT III and has b2en on 

it a while protably hir.self has no pictures and all the 

pictur2s he has are BT pictures. 



No 7.1 (or case s%tn) = pral)12= = 	 p:obl-m 

and handle 

ET sad = ARC Brk.= lbcate and handle itsa Z/3 itsa 

Soaring Ti. = 0/A or protest (also =ore than one 3T 

being run in error or it's a cluster) = find which and 

handle (running. more than the one intended co=rgi +7,ro= too 

wide an intention) 

Auditor tired = no sleep or incomplete Incident Is = 

check which it is and h2"113 

Auditor dope-off = lack of sleep or b7paased Fil = 

check on I.elep.or rehab PA 

Auditor no-imterest = out-rods on BTs m put in rods 

OT_ITI Auditing, 

II=pro-CTs got a reputation of being hard to run on 

Dianetics ear17 an in Dianrtic re-developm=nt. Only five 

reasons exist for this. 

(1) A person that high on OT grades audits fast and 

a comm-liggy Dane tic auditor can drive him up the vall. 

(2) Too quiet or too blurred TR 1. 

(3) A tendency to evaluate instead of using TR 

(4) The nu=rousness of ET chains on the 5.2=9 item 

(the BTs being separated now) =eking several chains on the 

same item which if not all run separately leave Cle pc 

ARC broken with the bypassed charge of unrun 37s. 	700709 

(5)-The Ct II who is still on OT III and has teen on 

it a while protably himself has no p4ctur,s and all the 

pict.:r2s ha has are 3 pictures. 



Tht-r- ..de 	zones of a_sie:-..bly after t.2. t:1-2tzn 

17:713nted. Thetans of volcancT3 in sia and tha Pacific 

taken to Hauail. Th-2tans of Atlanti- areas 	takan to 

1.'• s ?a1 s. 

Asia and 72ciftc  

North Japan 	 Mt. Sasta 

South Japan 	 San Geriornio 

Krakailavia 	 Indonesia 

Mcunt Washinston 	 Phil/pines 

Xcant-E/mnicr 	 Ei==layas 

Mount Eood 	 amvail) 

des 

Atlantic  

Tangier 	 (Las- ftl=as) 

St. Helena 	 Canada 

Kolononjero 

(Szalling not guaranteed) 

(List ay be incomplete) 

Ibcident TT  

751C00,100 years azo on this planet. Sorzeti=es capture 

Vas on anott*: planet a.nd explosion on this planet, than called 

Teev.eacIt. Locate area of explosion. Pictures of explosion 

follov it. eldit orler-0 	los4 on. Efrort to stop usually 

przant. 

H-3O%3 DRO?7:70 ON VOLCANO 
	 700710 

EXPLCSION 



TERRIFIC WINOS 

THETAN CA3REED OVER PTAK 

ELECTRCNIC RIE2C3 CA:!E UP 

ST7CK TO IT 

IT WAS THE:1 PULLED DO".4.3 A:i-0 RE SAS 	Pln 0? A 

CROUP) nTLANP=D WITH R6 

PI:77RE 0? PILOT SAYING RE IS MOC71.17;Cr 1 UP 

(R6 naterials roller", than days of pint-area of God/  

Devil, eta.) 

(Thatan usually comnitas on pilot or baron: (or on. first 

4 ncide=t) arid leaves) 

Xrcident  

Occurs at start of track OF wadi-11110a years ago) 

Lc 	usi 	;LA.P 

WAVES OF LIGET 

CEARICT COMES CZTZ TURNS 3ICWZ laiD LET! 

CFZR7B CO `S.3 

BLows liCTF2C, conis CLOSE 

SEATTZ3INO SERIES OF =APS 

cz-Tzaua FADES FACE (117:21_=."T3) 

BLI cja S. DOLFED CiN TEZT.;..1 

Effort to stop 7.7:5t be gottea Orr (so=-.ti=es to hurry) 

Run as art engram 	
700711 



Load2e. wtth ETs, (5) tends to so co.:t of v.:1.27c- 

cazily. In all this nuzbzr (4) is the inportznt potnt. 

Endless CT III and lox Ti. are alna - inability to project 

intention, pc at effect. Ren2dy by lightly cuing pc to cons 

to cause, to be able to project his in 	znd thus flattea 

OT III. That uill conplets and finish off lawTI. 

• • * 

It does not =atter whathar or not you ran Incidarat I and 

II oa self. The end phsnonsna of III is aetting rid of all 

body thstams. This dooms not msceszarily include self- It you 

overrun III it will bat by trying to get rid of =re tad: 

theta= t 	there `rare or by then, having gotten rid of the 

others, starting is on self. So III is coplato for purposes 

of overrun-am above. =you have not done Zocidant I and II 
on self when above is achieved, attost coepletion and then do 

I and 1r as self. 

No BTs left = OT III - 

Exterior = OT IT 
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